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SUMMARY

The Navy is increasingly concerned with the rapid increase in hazardous RF
environmental areas on ships and at shore installations. This has necessitated
the development of protective devices for personnel required to operate in these
areas. A prototype RAD HAZ suit to be worn by personnel has been developed
thr--t thr, joint efforts of N•I.F l..d NAVAPLSCIENLAB.. In.the procesa of ...........
evaluating fabrics for the suit the Laboratory established low and high-power
rf facilities, measurement procedures, and developed new techniques for conducti-
vity measurements and insertion loss calculations. The latter enabled attenua-
tion measurements to be made in the near field of receiving antennas.

The si;yerited nylon "lino" material used in the suit Withstood laundering,
dry clOanijng, weatherink, abrasion and open sea environment; without degradation
of rf at.enuation. properties. The suit provided a minimm of 25db attenuation
for low-power fields at 5.2kmc (minimum of 30db at 42SMc) and better than 20db
for high-power'fields (BMEWS frequency, 200mw/sq. cm power density). Although
the resistance of the material to salt spray and arc-over was poor, this problem
will be overcome by the use of a coating and over-garment. Recommendation is
made for adoption of the suit by the Navy (after improvements for salt spray and
arc-over resistance are incorporated) and for use by personnel required to enter
fields in excess of lOmw/sq. cm. Work on development of protective devices is
continuing and will include further improvements for the RAD HAZ suit, such as the
addition of a transparent visor.
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Ref: (a) NAVAPLSCIENLAB Program Summary dtd 1 Nov 1964, SF 013-15-04, Task 2162
(b) BUSHIPS ltr SF.013-01-07, Ser: 450-387 of 9 Oct 1963

1. In accordance with references (a) and (b), the Naval Applied Science Laboratory.
is conducting research and development of devices and techniques for eye,. head
and body protection of personnel exposed to high-powered rf radiatio-ns This
report presents NASL developments on protective clothing and the rf measurement
techniques and instrumentation developed in association with this effort.

ACKNOWLEDGNENTS

2. The work reported herein was conducted by C. Christianson, A. Rutkowski and
R. Norss, under the technical guidance of A. Clark, Senior Task Leader and the
general"supervision of T. 4onahan, Head, Physics Branch. The Bureau of Ships
Program Manager is G. Neuman, Code 361B, and the Project Engineer, G. Heimer,
Code 452H. A complimentary work effort was conducted by Mr. C. Zemme and Mr.
L. Ieinstock of the U.S. Naval Supply*Research and Development Facility, Naval
Supply Center, Bayonne, New Jersey. The Naval Applied Science Laboratory wishes
to express its appreciation to Mr. Johnson and other personnel of RCA for their
assistance during the field test of the RF prototype suit.

INTRODUCTION

3. For some time the Navy has become increasingly concerned with the rapid ia.zroase
in RF envirohmental areas on ships and at shore installations. Up to the present
time these RE environments have been of moderate levels and could effectively be
controlled with precautionary procedures such as lock out cams on the radars, etc.,
in order to preclude the illumination of otcupied deck areas with power levels
greater than 10 milliwatts per square centimeter. Ten ailliwatts per square
centimeter is the established hazard level for humans. However, in the near future,
there is scheduled to be put into operation new and extremely powerful radars with
peak output powers in the megawatt region. It ha* been estimated that some of
these radars will cau.e RF environments up to a maximumof 1S0 mw/cm2. This level
of power density is a substant5•gily hazardous field of radiation.

4. Selected naval personnel will be required to perform their duties in such an
environment and as a consequence, BUSHIPS has requested the development of pro-
tective clothing for use by personnel in these RF environments,

The general ýequirements'for a protective garment are:

a. Reduction of high-level fields external to the garment to zfe levels
inside the garment (below 10 mw/cm2 ).
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b. Protection against or elimination of high-voltage gradients built up on
the garment and protection of personnel from HV shocks due to contact with charged
ships structures.

c. Minimum restriction of visibility, mobility and dexterity.

5. Specifically, the protective clothing must have the following characteristics
for naval application:

a. 20 db miniumm attenuation oVer tho ,rnge of frequencies from 200 MC to
10 KNC.

b. Garment to be used in RF environments generated by radar operating at

C-band frequencies and with estimated field intensities up to 150 mw/cm2 .

c. Should be lightweight.

d .. ShCId ,... •.• -.. -Or aoisture tight with natural ventilation.

e. Suit to be wearable in 10PF climates.

f. Shoold withstand washing abrasion, salt spray and other adverse environ-
ments occurring in shipboard use.

g. Suit to incorporate hood or face mask for eye protection.

j h., Should have maximum optical visibility for face mask.

i. Suit for use by flight deck personnel therefore must enable these personnel
to perform normal duties without restriction.

J. Suit to compliment and/or become integral part of flight deck uniform.

6. The task of development and procurement of these garments is administered by
BISANDA and.implemonted.by NSRDF. NSRDP has supplied the clothing materials and
samples of seaming and closure techniques for use in the suit and conducted.
laundering, dry cleaning, weathering, abrasion, salt water exposure, ship and
open sea environment and durability evaluations.

7. NAVAPLSCIENLAB has been assigned a compllementary problem, RAD HAZ body pro-
tective devices. Under this authority the NAVAPLSCIENLAS has developed the
facilities, instrumentation, techniques and procedures for measurements of RF
shielding effectiveness, conductivity and arc-over properties. These measurements
were utilized in the development of the suit and in investigating light-trans-
mitting, conductive materials for possible use as a visor in the suit and for RPF
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protective goggles. After design and fabrication of prototype suits by NSRDF,
these garments were evaluated at BMEWS and C-band frequencies in a distributed
RF field at RCA, Moorestown, New Jersey in order to determine their efficiency
for whole body protection. NAVAPLSCIENLAB presently has an X-band (9.3 Kmc)
facility in use available for this work. The tests at RCA were performed speci-
fically at BMEWS and C-band frequencies in order to sort completely covar the
operational frequencies of iailittry radars.

8. The design and materials used in the Navy suit hays been patterned to some
degree e tertheRFsut developed by the Air Forceir . However, the Navy!s needs
for RF protective clothing have been more difficult to fulfill because of the high
temperature requirement and the necessity of naval personnel wearing these garments
for extended periods of time. In additiqn the suit has to be naturally vented
since artificial cooling, such as air pacs, is not practical in this-instance.
This recuir-am.nt .a... h; tI4-- r-. -.-- r •ft ,,awt- vaas- but a unupromise can be
obtained by possible selective shielding of the suit for high potential arc-over.

OBJECTIVE

9. The objectives of this task are to develop facilities, instrumentation, tech-
niques, procedures and specifications for measurements on RF shielding materials;
utilize these measurements in the development of RF protective devices (a RAD HAZ
suit in this phase of the task); and, evaluate the devices in the field, using
high-powered RF equipment.

MEASUREMENT TeCHNIQUES

Laboratory Microwave Power bource

10. A laboratory unit consisting of a 0.25 megawatt modulator energizing a pulse-
operated magnetron, model QK-172 (manufacturer Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass.) pro-
vided the source of RF power*for the investigation re•orted herein. The QK 172
magnetron, designed for X-band frequencies 49330-9420 iegacycles) is rated to
operate at an anode voltage of 30 KV, peak power output of 428 KW, and a maximum
duty cycle of 0.001. The pulsing'network was set for a 3 microsecond pulse width
and the repetition rate was 360 pulses per second. Tke RF power ,generated was
delivered to the specimens under tist via an appropriately-sized microwave wave-
guide which was terminated in a 9.5 cm x 13 cm feed horn. The feed horn (trans-
mitting antenna) was positioned so thet the RF radiation emitted from it would be
contained within a large power absorbing box thereby reducing any RF hazard to
laboratory personnel and minimizing reflections at the receiver which was located
inside the absorbing box. The receiver consisted of a 9.S ca x 7 cm feed horn which
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received the power and transmitted it through a waveguide to a detector (thermistor
mount) where the power was monitored when used in conjunction with a HP 431A
power meter.

Microwave Measurement System.

11. A laboratory microwave measuirement system for dateraining the attenuation of
various.RP 5h• ng.,--. matials ' as a lse~nb~ed as indicated in Figure 1. This

system utilized the previously described microwave modulator and magnetron as the
source of power. The RF power generated was radiated into free space from a trans-
mitting horn (rectangular standard gain horn, FXR Model No. W638A, 18 db gain at
7.6 Kmc) and directed at a receiving horn (rectangular standard gain horn 17.25 db
gain at 9.3 Kmc). The material under test was inserted between the transmitting
and receiving horn and its insertion loss determined.

12. Calibration of System - In order to effect an accurate calibration of the
nr 'u-er oxZ ..... i.., -. XrauLion of the transmitted power was coupled from the
main transmitting waveguide (utilizing a 43.2 db directional coupler) and monitored.
This value of power when multiplied by the'coupling ratio. (refer to Appendix A)
yields the power enamating from the transmýtting antenna. Utilizing the approp-
riate equation (refer to Appendix A) the power being rec6ived can now be calculated.
This value was verified within !1 db by monitoring the power captured by the
receiving antenna with a thermistor mount and power meter. An accurate calibra-
tion of the power density at the receiving horn can now be calculated as in
Appendix A. This value can also he verified by inserting a Rancor 1200 Densioaeter
(accurate to within t1 db) in the field In place of the receiving horn and reading
the power den3 ity directly in mwcicm 2 . (The Rancor cannot be used in fields higher
than 20mw/cm ; however, using it to verify a calculated field of say 10 mw/cl'
enables one to aspume that further caWculations of power density at higher levels
are accurate). A further check on the power density is possible. Knowing the
transmitted power and effective area of the transmitting antenna one can calculate
the power density at the transmitting horn. Then, by applying the inverse-square
law (the power density is inversely proportional to the square of the distance)
one can calculate the power density at the receiver knowing the distance between
antennas. This inverse-square relationship only holds however if the receiving
horn is in the far field of the trnansmitter.

13. In order to make valid calculations of insertion loss of the metalized fab-
rics, it is necessary that the transmitted power before and after insertion of the
fabric in the field be the same. Tho only time this will hold is if the fabric is
placed in the far field of the transmitting antenna 3 . The far field of an antenna
(for which calculations are shown in Appendix B) is that region where the antenna
can be considered to be a point source emanating an equal amount of power in a
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radial direction which decreases as the distance squared from the source. This
is in contrast to the near field where effects on amplitude and phase are observed
from different points of the source. This makes calculations extremely complex.
Measurement of power in the near field will not suffice since the field variations
gre displaced to a different degree by the ...a..urig iiastrunt, and the specimen.
Where the measuring instrument may indicate a peak, the introduction of the speci-
men at the same point may result in a minimum of ambient power. Also the intro-
duction of a specimen in the near field of the transmitting antenna would result
in the Inicactioi between specimen and antenna. This results in an impedance mis-
match as seen by the generator which could result in a marked change in transmitted
power.

Measurement of Insertion Loss-of Shieldin liaeerials.

14. Measurement of the RE attenuation of a specimen was obtained as follows:
(a) the power that would be incident on the sample was measured at the receiving
horn with no sample in place (b) the power transmitted through the sample to the
receiving horn was measured. The decibel insertion loss or attenuation of the
material is then given by:

P1
db loss - 10 log P2

where: P1 a power received before insertion of fabric
P2 - power received after insertion of fabric

1S. In making these measurements it was initially assumed that the insertion loss
was independent of the position of the material in the far field. After a number
of trials it was observed that this position wu indeed critical. (The reason for
this is explained in Appendix C). The procedures were therefore modified such that
during the measurements the sample was moved to various arbitrary positions (within
one wavelength of receiver) along the axis between the horns, and the received
power variations noted. The maximum value of power VP2 ) was used to calculate the
results indicated in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Therefore, these values are minimum values
of insertion loss that the fabric will provide.

16, The method of evaluating the seamed samples was essentially the same. In
both the seamed and unseamed fabrics the measurements were made with the seam first
in a vertical position --nd then rotated 900 in the plane of the specimen. This was
done so that the seam could be subjected to both a vertical and horizontal polari-
zation of the electromagnetic field. Again, the higher of the two transmitted power
values (P2 ) was used to insure that the crlculated insertion loss be a minimum.

9
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Measurement of Resistivity.of KP Atternating-,Uaterialsi

17. In order to measure thd ,iesistivity of the various materials, a simple
apparatus, composed of two alualnum bus-bars and an impedance bridge, was devised.
(See figure 2). A 3 1/4" x 3" sample of the material was clamped betweer, the
,u; bars %-that the e)-o.ed area of the material was 3 inches sa..n,.. A Gonsm
Radio Impedance Bridge (Type 650-A) was used to measure Cris d.c. vesistance of the
square.sample in ohms per square. (See figure 3). During these measurements it
was observod that the remistace 6f some materials varied with the tnsimon appliod
to then. It was thbu decided to apply an ever increasing tension until a maximum
(or minimum) resistance was obierved or until the material slipped from the jig.
A new jig,. which will permit a standard tension to be applied to all the samples
during measurement, is now in preparation. With this n9" apparatus it should be
relatively "simple to correlate the D.C. resistance, the coarsness of the weave,
and tek 1LF .i.a-iu I A.t . Z.. , 0- -- a ii"i.. anA~w ... ut r :,-- -~-~ - ** =17 WU~Aresistivity in ohms per square see. Appendix D.

SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS OF CLOTHING MATERIALS

18. Various conductive materials for possible use in an RF protective suit hate
been measured for attenuation at a frequency of 9.3 Kee. In addition, various
methods of seaming and closure have been evaluated for RF shielding effectiveness.
The fabrics, seams, and closures which were determined to be most effective, were
also exposed to laundering, dry-cleaning and weathering, and then retested for
RP shielding capabilities. The results to date, afe stmmarized in Tables 1, 2 and
3.

19. Table.l. contains the attenuation data of various shielding A'terials. The
conductive fabrics are being considered for use as the principle covering material
for the major portion of the suit, while the screening has possible use in the
visor. From the figures of insertion loss, it can be seen that fabrics A and C
provide approximately 30 db attenuation while Fabric T offers 27 db attenuation.
These shielding capabilities are in excess of the 20 db requirement for the RF
suit and are therefore more than acceptable from this sAndpoLnt.

20. It is to be noted that for fabrics R and T (which are made of the same
material) the insertion loss values differ considerably. The reason for this is
not readily apparent but it was felt that since fabric R was somewhat discolored
it may have been subjected to vari6us environments (such " salt water) which
diminished its PP shielding properties considerably.

21. It will be noted from Tables 2 and 3 that complete tests were not performed
on Fabrics A and T due to the fact that Fabric A did not have as large a percent
open area as fabrics C and T, and that the insertion loss values of fabric T were
considerably dependent on tension applied to the material.

10
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22. An inspection of Table 2 will reveal that fabric A is suitable only when
joined using seam #4. On the other hand, fabric C has a minimum insertion loss
of 27.4 db with all four sea config-;zrtior-s. It can twlio be- seen f,,o r-nble 2
that zý.pper #10 -as far sup, ,rior to zippets #11, 012, Aud f)3 in its shielding
elffcct3iveness. tiDper'l #:1, #U2.a2. #1i3 ,re cox-Av, zi+,ers. which wera lztei
silverized while zipper #10 was a specially constructed metalized zipper which was
designed for complete electrical continuity. The rosults.obtained proved that the
stitching of the zipper is of prime importance.

23. Table 3 shows the resultant insertion losses of fabrics C and T after cleaulng.
Since it was not possible to clean the same sample by the various methods no exact
comparison of fabric T could be made because of its non-uniformity from piece to
piece. It would be obviously unreasonable to claiM that fabric T actsually in.r -
its insertion ioss from 20.9 to 30.5 db after laundering. On the other hand,
Fabric C has minor changes in insertion loss part of which could be attributed to
the degree of accuracy of the transmitting and measuring instruments (-1 db overall).

24. Table 4 lists the various materials and their respective resistivities in ohms
per square. When a range is given it is an indication that the resistivity varies
when the tension applied to the material is changed. On some materials tension
had no effect; this is indicated by a single value for the resistance. (A new
jig, which will permit a standard tension to be applied to all the samples during
measurement, is now in preparation). All other parsnstprs being equal, the lower
the resistivity of a material thl better is the Ratttenuation it will provide.
For the materials listed in Table 4 the rule applies only-in a general fashion
since the ceerseftss of the yarn, number of threads per inch, etc., greatly influence
their shielding effectiveness.

25. In addition to the results listed in the enclosed tables further destructive
tests (salt water, fresh water, salt spray, actual sea water, abrasion and roof
exposure) were performed by the Naval Supply Research and Development Facility on
fabrics C and T and subsequently evaluated by NAVAPLSCIENLAB for RF shielding effec-
tiveness 4 # S# 6. As a result of these tests it was found that subjecting the
fabrics to sufficient'degrees of salt spray, salt.water, and roof exposure would
cause deterioration of their RF shielding effectiteness. It was then decided to
coat samples of these fabrics with a Krylon acrylic spray, subject them to salt
spray, roof exposure and salt water; and evaluate their RF shielding effectiveness.
The results of these tests indicated that the spray coating offered some protection,
but not knowing the length of exposure to salt water or other destructive tests
the samples had to be subjected to, definite conclusions could not be made 6 .
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AF FIELD TEST OF PROTOTYPE RAD HAZ SUIT

26. A prototype RAD HAZ suit incorporating the optimum RF seam, zipper, and velcro
closure waz fabricated from specimen C of Tnb~lm 1. This fabric Frovided better
t.han the roquired 20 db attenuatibn, was pe .u-.b1• to ellr and ha', the least
decr'ease in It3 RP shle.'ding p7,uparLie when subJiated to various cles-ning and
d,"2t.uctive tests. The zuift is shown in Figure 4. Due to the possibility of
voltage gradients being built up on the suit, when in an electromagnetic field,
rubber gloves and boots (not sh%.Wm) were provided for arc-over protection at the
extremities.

27. Arrangements were made for field evaluation of the RF suit at RCA, Moorestown;
NJ. The suit was evaluated at the WaWS frequency and at approiimatelyS Xac.
Representatives of RCA, BUSHIPS' 'BUW4D, NAVAPLSCIENLAB and NSRDF were present
during teh oA.-al'u-tione.

28. Prior to insertion of the suit in the field, a Laboratory evaluation of its
shielding effectiveness was Verformed at the BNEWS frequency and S200 Mc at RCA.
The transmitting antenna was circularly polarized to permit simultaneous checking
for vertically polarized or horizontally polarized flawi in the suit. The test
apparatus is noted in Figures S and 6.

29. At the BMEWS frequency, intensity of the field was measured by an electro-
statically shielded loop antenna approximately three-tenths of a wavelength in
circumference fabricated fr R0,45S/U coaxial cable. A loop antenna is least
affected by proximity of the metallic fabric of the suit. The loop was positioned
approximately 10 feet from the transmitting antenna and oriented for maximum
pickup as indicated on the VSWR ampli'fier. The loop antenna was now located in
the suit which was then sealed up. Connection between the pickup loop and the re-
ceiver was made, through the suit, by means of an RF feed-thru connector. The
loop was repositioned in its previous location for maximum meter indication and
parts of the suit were passed in front of it. The meter indicated that attenua-
tion of all areas of the suit (hands, arms, legs, neck, head, body) was greater
than 30 db. It was not possible' to obtain more accurate values due to limitations
in the VSWR amplifier. Any further increase in scale range resulted in introduc-
tion of noise levels comparable to the signal level which would give erroneous
indications of the attenuation;.

30. The test set-up and procedure at 5.2 Kmc was similar to that described (See
Figure 6) for the BMEWS freoqiehicy. The pick-up loop was 1/2 inch in diameter
(about three-tenths wavelength in circumference) to allow for decrease in wave-
length with increase in frequency. Since the transmitting antenna was vertically
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polarized it was necessary to rotate the seams, zipper, and velcro closures 900 to
test for possible flaws. It was found that the attenuation varied between 25 and
bO db throughout the suit ,itn, & mini•um of 25 db occurring at thG neck junction
of thee z•pper and velcro claures. It i4 to be roted thmt AA bot h teits the r-
ceivers (Narda - VSWR Amplifier and Polarad RM-T Receiver) were located outside
the radiation pattern of the transmitting antennas. This was to insure that
neither receiver would give erroneous meter indications due to stray pickup
through its case.

31. A wooden stand was constructed and the suit hung on it. It was then placed
in the field at the BEWS frequency and the Rancor 1200 Densiometer with the
appropriate pickup antenna installed within it. The anticipated power density

or. "a auit wars to Loo approximately i, mw/cmn. The minimum field that
the Rancor. 1200 can read accurately is 1 mw/cm * This is exactly a decrease of
20 db. Any further increase in, attenuation that the suit would provide would no•
be indicated by the Rancor. •owever, as long as the Rancor read at most 1 mw/cm
while in a field of 100 mw/cm the suit then provided the required 20 db of attenu-
ation or better. It is to be noted that more accurate measurements had been con-
ducted in the Laboratory and the Rancor served as a check. Figure 7A shows
personnel installing the suit in the field. The lead bricks placed on the feet
were used to prevent the stand from toppling over. Figure 7B shows the Rancor
1200 installed in the suit ready for readings. Figure 8A shows the suit, readt
for testing facing the SMEWS frequency radar in the background. The radar was
housed in the building shown and the- antenna was depressed so that it could radiate
at ground lesl. A series of fluorescent bulbs were located in the ground as
shown in Figure 8B. These lights when exposed to a sufficient level of power
density will glow and were used to locate the beam end center it on the suit. The'
distance from the suit to the radar was somewhere between a quarter to a half of
a mile. Due to the size of the antenna this would locate the suit in the near
field and therefore little or no advantage would be gained by moving the suit any
closer. The power density at this point was already near the maximum available
and would not increase much as one moved closer. Readings of the Rancor were
taken by personnel situated in a building which was located out of the beam of
the radar. Use was made of a high-powered telescope which would indicate any
meter deflection in the Ramcol and any possible arcing in the suit, With the
bean (approximately 100 mw/cm4) incident on the suit it was observed that there was
no meter deflection of the Ramcor and no visible arcing.

32. Another prototype suit of the exact sane design was Laboratory-evaluated using
the techniques previously described. The attenuation being better than 20 db at
all areas of the suit, one of the personnel present donned the suit and proceeded
to the center of the bean to check for arcing. Use was Lade of an RCA power density
meter specifically built to cover the MEWS frequency range. Its maximum possible
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reading is 100 mw/cm 2, It was observed that the needle pegged off scale1 and it
was later.determined that the actual field was in the vicinity of 200 mw/cm2 . This
is 50 mw/cm2 in excess of the maximum required level where the suit will be used.
A power density of 200 mw/din2 iS definitely very hazardous and has been known to
cause cataracts in the eyes of rabbits and. even death to animals where the exposure
was long enough. A metal rod was uised to induce arcing between parts of the suit
and the rod. Arcing was very evident in parts of the suit where there was an
overlap of fabric such as the armpits and the neck area. The arcing was not
nbserved in the suit hung on the stand for two reasons. As can be seen in Figure
bA the arms of the stand are outstretched and there is no overlapping of fabric.
Aicing was obtained while placing the hands at one's sides thus causing an overlap
of fabric. Also, it can-be obsefted in Figure 8A that there is a hard hat on top
of the stand which takes up abst of the slack in the head area. A hard hat was
not worn by the individual in this test and thus there wa a largo - amunt o- - - iack.
it is to be noted that at no time while in the field was there felt any burns,
shocks, or a significant amount of heat being built up inside the suit. An exam-
ination of the suit showed burns and some holes in areas where arcing had been
induced by the rod and by an .overlap of fabric.

33. As a possible arc-over preventive, a raincoat and rubber gloves were donned
over a new prototype suit (same design). In addition another individual donned
the suit previously installed on the stand. His right arm instead of being in the
arm sleeve of the suit was locgtedt'in the suit's body. In his right hand was
the Rancor 1200. This enabled him- to probe the inside of the suit for any possible
moter indication. To prevent.the right sleeve of the suit from flapping in the
wind it was taped to the side of the suit. No meter indication on the Ramcor was
observed and with the raincoat over the suit, arcing was no longer evident in the
armpit area. After leaving the field an examination of the suit covered by the
raincoat revealed no burns or holes in the area covered by the coat and gloves.
An increase of heat in thb metal rod (now separated from suit by rubber) was felt
but not enough to cause it to be dropped. Observation of the other suit revealed
that the right arm sleeve had fus'ed to the suit where previously taped. Burns and
holes were also evident in some areas of overlap.

34. One of the suits was then sprayed with a crystal clear acrylic spray. It was
hoped that this would aid in;-the prevention of arc-over. The other individual put
on, over his suit, a pair of Navy cotton coveralls (shirt and pants). These
coveralls are permeable to air and are worn by Navy personnel aboard ship in warm
weather. In addition to this, rubber gloves and boots were worn. The two then
proceeded to the center of the bean where some arcing was observed on the sprayed
suit, though less than that without a spray coating. At no time was there arcing
in the suit covered by the Navy coveralls, rubber boots and gloves. (The overlap
in the neck of the suit was now li contact with the cotton shirt rather than the
suit itself).
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35. It was thus concluded that arcing could be prevented by some sort of a non-
conducting overgarment on the suit (which in the case of the Navy coveralls was
also fairly permeable to air). Further investigation into some sort of a spray
coating also was deemed worthwhile.

CONCLUSIONS

36. Major phases in the task of providing devices for the protection of personnel
against RF radiation hazards have been completed. A prototype RAD HAZ suit has
been developed through the joint efforts of NSRDF and NAVAPLSCIENLAB. In the
prmccas of avaluatiig fabiis fok the sui. the Laboratory established low- and
high-power RF facilities, measurement procedures, adt'fveloped new techniques for
conductivity measurements and for insertion loss calculations. The latter enabled
attenuation measurements to be made in the near field of receiving antennas. On
the basis of goo3 retention of RF attenuation and conductivity characteristics
after exposure to laundering, dry-cleaning, weathering, abrasion and open sea
environments, a silverized nylon "lino" material (specimen C of Table 1) was used
in the fabrication of the suit.. The fabric was overlapped at the seams and
metalized "zipper" and "velcro" type devices were used for -the closures. The suit
provided a minimum of 25 db attenuation for low-power laboratory RF fields at
5.2 Kmc (minimum of 30 db at 425 Mc) and better then 20 db for high-power fields
(BMEWS frequency, 200 mw/sq.cm. power density). Re.iatance of the material to
salt spray and arc-over was poor and is expected to be improved by the use- of a
coating and an over-garment.

RECOM4ENDATIONS

37. It is recommended that the RAD HAZ suit described herein, after minor modi-
fication for improved salt spray and arc-over resistance, be adopted by the Navy
for the protection of all personnel who are required to enter RF fields in excess
of 10 mw/sq.cm.

FUTURE WORK

38. Efforts on the development of devices and techniques for protection of per-
sonnel against RF radiations will be continued. Future work will include the
evaluat'in of nylon mesh and cotton cloth over-girments to provide arc-over protec-
tion for the conducting under-garment. Also, the effectiveness of water repellants
in imparting salt spray resistance to the metalized fabric, specimen C of Table 1,
will be investigated. Upon completion of these investigations, specifications will
be developed from which production quantities of the suit may be fabricated and
placed into Naval Supply.
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Figure 4 Prototype RIAD IIAZ Suit
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Figure 9 Transinitting Antenna of RCA S.2Kmc
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TABLE I

Attenuation of Various Materials to RF At a Frequency of 9.3 Kmc
(specimens are "/igin continuous samples without seams)

Material Incident Transmitted Insertion
Specimen Description Power (watts) Power (wtts) Loss M)

A Metalized Fabric 3.0 2.6XI0" 3  30.6
Rip Stop (Mfr. A*)

B Knitted Mesh of 2.3 8.1X10 2  14.5
Aluminum Vacuum
Deposited Mylar
(Mfr. B*)

C Silverized Nylon Lino, 3.0 2.SXIO" 30.8'
Heavy Marquisette
.QOfr. A*)

D Silverized Knitted 2.3 3.IXIO" 2  18.7
Nylon Mesh, (Mfr.
C*)

E Silverized Nylon 3.0 1.4SXI0"1  13.2
Lino, Overcoated
with Vinyl (M4fr.
A*)

F Scotch Shield Brand 2.3 2.3 0
Aluminized Fabric
(Mfr. D*)

G Same as (F) with 2.3 2.3 0
Neoprene coated back

H Vacuum deposited 2.3 1.2XI0"2  22.8
Aluminum Fabric

I Combination of 2.3 2.3X10"1  10
polyethylene and
metalized mylar yarns
in woven mesh

J 200 mesh, stainless 2.7 3.SXI0-3  28.9
steel, bolting cloth,
aluminized one side
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TABLE I (Cont'd)

Material Incident Transmitted Insertion
Specimen Description Power (watts) Power (watts) Loss (DB)

K 200 mesh, stainless 2.3 2.4XlO- 3  29.8
steel, bolting cloth

L Neoprene coated nylon 2.7 1.4 2.85
(target sleeve fabric)

M Same as (C) different 3.0 3.9XlO 3  28.9
batch of cloth

N 40 mesh screening 2.7 2.5XIO" 3  30.3

913 145 mesh, stainless 2.7 8Xi- 3  25.3
steel, bolting cloth

R Silverized bylon 3.0 3.4X102 19.S
dobby (Mfr. A*)

T Same as (R) different 3.0 S.aXlO-3  27.1
batch of cloth

U Neoprene insulation 2.7 2.7 0
fabric

X Mylar with gold film 3.0 2.7X10-1 10.5
deposited on it

Y Carbon impregnated 2.7 2.7 0
cotton fabric

* See Table 5 for' List of Manufacturers
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TABLE 2

Attenuation of Various Materials to RF at a Frequency of 9.3 Kuc
(Specimens are virgin and contain various seams and/or closures)

Material Incident Transmitted
Specimen Description Power (watts) Power (watts) Insertion Loss (DB)

A-i Fabric A-Seam #i 3.0 S.:XlO-2 17.1
C-1 Fabric C-Seam #1 3.0 3.8X10- 3  Z9.0
A-2 Fabric A-Seam #2 2.7 9.0X10"1 4.8
C-2 Fabric C-Sean #2 3.0 4.4X10-3 28.3
A-3 Fabric A-Seam #3 2.7 2.3XI0l- 10.7
C-3 Fabric C-Seam #3 3.0 4.8XlO-3 28.0
A-4 Fabric A-Seam #4 3.0 2.3X10-3 31.1
C-4 Fabric C-Seam #4 3.0 5.4XI0- 3  27.4
C-8 Fabric C-with

velcro closure 3.0 1.OXl0" 2  24.8
C-10 Fabric C-with

#10 zipper 3.0 2.1Xl0 3  31.5
A-Il Fabric A-with

#11 zipper 3.0 9.0X10" 2  15.2
A-12 Fabric A-with

#12 zipper 3.0 7.8X10 1  5.8
A-13 Fabric A-with

#13 zipper 3.0 6.oX10-2 17.0
C-l1 Fabric C-Seam #1

backed with nylon
taffeta 3.0 4.2X10"3  28.S

T-1 Fabric T-Seam #1
backed with nylon
taffeta 3.0 4.8X10 3  28.0

C-12 Fabric C-Seam #4
backed with nylon
taffeta 3.0 3.1X10"3  29.9

T-2 Fabric T-Seam #4
backed with nylon
taffeta 3.0 4.3X10- 3 28.4
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TABLE 3

Attenuation of Various Materials to RF at a Frequency of 9.3 Kac
(After Laundering, Dry-Cleaning and Weathering)

Incident Transmitted Insertion
Specimen Power (watts) Power (watts) Loss (DB)

C - (original no destructive
tests) 3.0 4.8X10 3  28.0

T - (original no destructive
tests) 3.0 2.45X10- 2  20.9

C - (after 1 laundering) 3.0 2.9X10- 3  30.1
T - (after 1 laundering) 3.0 2.7X10-3 30.5
C - (after 5 launderings) 3.0 3.SXlO"3  29.3
T - (after S launderings) 31F0 4.8X1jo 3  2840
C - (after 10 launderings) 3.0 1.7XlO"3 32.5
T - (after 10 launderings) 3.0 4.6X10-3 28.1
C - (dry cleaning
perchloroftkylene) 3.0 6.IXlO- 3  26.9

T - (dry cleaning
perchloroethylene) 3.0 S.SXl0- 3  27.4

C - (dry cleaning
Stoddard Solvent) 3.0 3.4X10 3- 29.5

T - (dry cleaning
Stoddard Solvent) 3.0 3.0Xl0- 3  30.0

C - (after 40 hours
weatherometer) 3.0 3.SXl0-3 29.3

T - (after 40 hours
weatherometer) 3.0 1.03X10- 2  24.6

C - (after 80 hours
weatherometer) 3.0 S.8X10- 3  27.1

T - (after 80 hours
weatherometer) 3.0 8.3XlO- 3 25.6
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TABLE 4

Resistivity (Ohms per square) of Various Virgin RF Attenuating
Materials

Resistivity

Specimen Material Description Specimen Size (Ohms per square)

A ?4etalized fabric 3" X 3" 25 - 90
rip stop (1ufr. A*)

B Knitted mash of aluminum 3" X 3" 230 - 400
vacuum deposited mylar
(Mfr. B*)

C silrized nyiolr, Wii 3" X 3" 0.36
(Mfr. A*)

D Silverized knitted nylon 3" X 3" 0.75
mesh, (l4fr. C*)

E Silverized nylon lino 3" X 3" 0.75 6.5
overcoated with vinyl
(Mfr. A*)

F Scotch shield brand 3" X 3" >. 1 Meg.
aluminized fabric,
(Mfr. D*)

* See Table 5 for List of Manufacturers
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APPENDIX A

Power Monitoring and Calculation of Power Density

1. The HP 431A power meter used to monitor power transmitted and received has a
maximum range of 0-10 mw. Since the power transmitted in the waveguide is much
greater than 10 mow, use is made of a directional coupler to sample a fraction of
this main power. The directional coupler consists of a main guide, installed
directly Into the transmitting waveguide setup, and an auxiliary guide to which the
thermistor mount and power meter are connected. Coupling is obtained through a
series of graduated holes which permit coupling of power in the forward direction
but not in the reverse. The ratio, expressed in db, of forward pOwer in the main
guide to the power out of the auxiliary guide is the coupling ratio.

Given a reading of 2 mw on HP 431A power meter (connected to the auxiliary arm
of a directional coupler); a coupling ratio of 30 db; calculate the power in the
main arm of the directional coupler (power transmitted)

Power read Xnumerical coupling ratio- Power transmitted
2 mw, XR = Power transmitted

but 30 db 1 10 log,, Po

or 3 a logl 0 Po17-• log R

. R z 1000

where R = numerical coupling ratio
* ratio of power transmitted to power received

.% 2 mw, X1000 - 20O0 mw - 2 watts.

The power transmitted u 2 watts.

Note: In the laboratory investigation, a calibrated variable attenuator was also
located in the auxiliary arm of the directional coupler. In this cue the total
coupling ratio is the sum, in db, of the dial setting on the attenuator and the
coupling ratio of the directional coupler.

2. Knowing the power being transmitted in the guide and assuming this is the
power being radiated from the horn (actually there will be a small loss due to a
standing wave in the guide) the power being received at the receiving attenna

A-1
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may now be calculated from the following equation:

Pr a PtG G ; )k02
(4W d)4

where Pr - power received in watts
Pt a power transmitted in watts
Gt - power gain of the transmitting antenna (a numerical ratio; not db)
G, a power gain of the receiving antenna (a numerical ratio; not db)

a a distance between antennas
Xo n free space wavelength

Note (1) This equation is valid only~if both antennas are in each others far field.*
(2) The power gain of an antenna is an indication of how well the antenna

c~cnrts the bea. I. a s~ 4 .C4,. -direction 7 he hi^ h,.h. the asn the

more collimated the beam.
See Appendix B

Example:

Given: A transmitted power of 100 watts being radiated from an antenna
havi-ng- gain of 20 db. The receiver has a gain of IS db and is located at a
distance of 200 cm (far field) from the transmitter.The frequency of operation
is 3 Kmc. (The gains of the antennas have been fond at this frequency).

Problem: Calculate the received power

Gt a 20 db = 10 lOglo Rt (R -. power ratio)

log1 o Rt n 2

k,. Rt- 100

Gr - 15 db a 10 logl 0 Rr

logl 0 Rr = 1.5

*'. Rr a 31.6

'o • 3XO1 0 cm - 3XIO1 0 cm •0 cm

, Pr r Pt Gt CrAO2

(4jf d)O

[ (4) (3. 14) (Uoo)

- 5.02 watts
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3. In order to calculate the power density at the receiving horn one must first
know the effective area of the receiving antenna. The effective area of an
antenna is an indication of how well the antenna captures the power impinging on
it. It can be determined from the following equation:

where Ae * effective area in cm2

Gr power gain of receiving antenna (numerical number; not db)
*o free space wavelength in cm

This equation is again only valid in the far field.
TheA -ower deni-v Is o w defined as

PD =Pr

where PD - power density in mw/cm2
Pr = power received in mw
"Ae - effective area of receiver in cm2

A-3
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APPENDIX B

Calculation of Par Field

1. Given two standard gain horns (horns where the value of gain is known at
specific frequencies), one to act as a transmitting antenna the other as a receiving
antenna. In order to make valid measurements with these horns, each one must be
located in the other's far field. The minimum distanoe to the far field from a
standard gain horn may be found from the following relationship:

R = 2D
2

0

where D is the major dimension of the horn (diagonal of rectangle shown below),
and

~ji1

Side View of Horn Front View of Horn
t C

is the free space wavelength. In the case where two horns are used lone as a
tranmitter the other as a receiver) D is the major. dimension of the largest
antenna and R is the minimum spacing between them.
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APPENDIX C

Determination of Attenuation of Fabrics Installed in Near Field of Receiver

1. It was previously stated that in order to make valid measurements of insertion
loss, the metalized fabric under test had to be located in the far field of the
transmitting antenna. The size of the fnbrics being teqted were 15 cm x -1 e.
The size of the receiving horn. wz 9. r CW1 A 7 cm. The radiated beam of power was
wider than the fabric, which in turn was comparable in size with the horn. Therefore
location of the specimen at distances greater than approximately two wavelengths
(6.5 cm) from the receiving antenna would cause a fringing effect at the sides of
the fabric which would result in erroneous power readings. (see figure below)

/ Ž -Receiving Horn

-2 -Fringe Power
Greater than 2A V-- V..nsmiryan!

__ PThr-6igh Fabric )
SFabricIL 44r Jh j...... - - Power Impinging)1: I"on Fabric

-Receiving Horn

~~~~Fringe Power
Less than- 2A ~ - Power Transmitted Through Pabr:

~Power Impinging on Fabric

However, placement of the fabric within two wavelengths of the receiving horn
located it in the near field of this antenna. This resulted in a mismatch between
specimen and horn that altered the horn's receiving pattern. Thus any small
variation in the position of the fabric resulted in a marked change in the received
power that did not adhere to the inverse square law. It was therefore decided to take
a maximum received power reading (as the fabric positior, was changed within one
wavelength of the receiver) and calculate the minimm insertion loss of the
fabric.

Note: Since the transmitting and receiving horns are separated by a distance of

C-I
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175 cm movement of the fabric within a wavelength of the receiving horn ( 3 cm)
does not appreciably alter the power impinging on the fabric.
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APPENDIX 0

Ohms Per Square

1, The resistance of 3..dimensional materials is widely expressed in "ohms per
square". It can be shown that this resistance is constant whether we talk about
R square inch, a square feot or a squnre moter. etc.. ReferinR to figure 3, we

_ - .- 1. ~h.w4 nv the fol Ing__ charactwerlt4_cs: lunth -L), width fWI.
thickness (t),and resistivity (P), (an electrical constant characteristic of the
particular material), The resistance of this sample betwon face X and face Y is
expressed as:

Rxy w

where: Rx.y is the desired resistance (unknown) and A is the cross-sectional area

out A m Wt

to therefore Rxy - PL

Now if the material is a square we therefore specify that:

L W

and then: Rxy P
t

Since P is a constant and the thickness (t) of the iterial Is uniform the
resistance (R ) must also be constant and the conclusion being that, no matter
what the dimenions of the square, the resistance from one face to the opposite
face be invariable.
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